
LOCALLY COMPACT SPACES OF MEASURES

NORMAN Y. LUTHER

Abstract. Under varying conditions on the topological space

X, the spaces of <r-smooth, T-smooth, and tight measures on X,

respectively, are each shown to be locally compact in the weak

topology if, and only if, X is compact.

1. Introduction. Using the methods and results of Varadarajan

[5], we give necessary and sufficient conditions on the topological

space X for the local compactness of the spaces of ff-smooth, r-

smooth, and tight measures [resp., signed measures] on X, respec-

tively, when endowed with the weak topology. For such spaces of

signed measures, the finiteness of X is easily seen to be necessary and

sufficient (Remark 4). For such spaces of (nonnegative) measures, we

find that, under various conditions on X, the compactness of X is

necessary and sufficient (Corollaries 3 and 4); in fact, it is the dividing

line between when the space is locally compact and when it has no

compact neighborhoods whatsoever (Theorems 1, 2, and 5).

2. Preliminaries and main results. Our definitions, notation, and

terminology follow quite closely those in the paper of Varadarajan

[5]. In particular, our topological definitions and terminology co-

incide with those of Kelley [3]. X will denote a topological space and

C(X) the space of all real-valued, bounded, continuous functions on

X. We use £ to denote the class of all zero-sets on X; i.e., $ = {/-1(0);

fEC(X)}. The class of all co-zero sets (i.e., complements of zero-sets)

in X shall be denoted by U. The smallest algebra which contains £

shall be denoted by $•

A measure will mean a nonnegative, finite, finitely additive set

function won3 such that for every AES,

m(A) = sup{m(Z);ADZE8}.

The difference between any two measures is called a signed measure.

We shall let ffi(X)={m; m is a signed  measure}   and <j)R+(X)

= {mEM(X);  m^O}.  We  define, for each mEffl(X), the norm
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IWI = \m\ (X) —m+{X)+m~{X), where m+, m~, and \m\ denote the

positive, negative, and total variations of m, respectively. 9J!(X)

with this norm is a Banach space. However, we shall use this norm

only for descriptive purposes since we are interested in the weak

topology (called the weak*-topology by some authors) on <jffl{X);

this is the topology with basic neighborhoods of the form

N(m0;fi, ■ ■ ■ ,fn,e)

= im E WX);\ j fidm -  I fidnto   < e, i = 1, ■ ■ ■ ,n\

where moE'Sk{X), {fu ■ ■ ■ , fn} is any finite subset of CiX), and

e>0. A net {ma} in <Sft{X) converges to mE'SliX) in the weak topol-

ogy if, and only if, ffdma-^ffdm for every/£C(X). 9JJ(X) with the
weak topology is a completely regular, Hausdorff, locally convex

linear topological space and 3JJ+(X) is a closed subset [5, Theorem 1,

p. 181].
We shall be especially interested in certain subspaces of 3JJ(X)

endowed with the relativized weak topology. We describe them now.

Let mE'SfliX). m is o-smooth if, and only if, jm(4„)—>0 whenever

{An} is a sequence of sets in 3 which decreases to 0 .mis r-smooth if,

and only if, |m| (Za)—>0 for any net {Za} of zero-sets for which (i)

ZpEZa if 8>a and (ii) f\Za = 0. Finally, m is tight if, and only if,

for any 5>0 there exists a compact set KEX such that | m\*{X— K)

< 8 where | m \ * is defined for each EEX by

|m|*(E) =sup{\m\ iZ);EDZE8}-

(The definitions of r-smooth and tight here are not the same as in

Varadarajan [5], but are equivalent [5, Theorem 24, p. 174, Theorem

29, p. 179].) We shall use W.iX), 2ttT(X), and WtiX) to denote the

sets of o--smooth, r-smooth, and tight signed measures, respectively;

mtiX), WlfiX), and 9K,+ (X) will denote the spaces of c-smooth,

r-smooth, and tight measures, respectively. It is not hard to see that

mtiX)EmTiX)EmaiX)EmiX); hence also mtiX)E9R+iX)
EWl«+iX)E'3tt+iX). We note that 9fl+(X) is a closed subset of

Wl„iX) in the weak topology and that the same is true if a is replaced

by r or t.

A measure mEl$l+{X) is two-valued if, and only if, (i) m^O and

(ii) w(4) is 0 or 1 for every 4£3. For each xEX, we let px denote

the two-valued measure degenerate at the point x; i.e.,

PM) =1,   xEA
for every 4 E <S-

= 0,    x $ 4
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We let X+(X)={mEWl+(X); m is two-valued} and ®(X) = {px;

xEX}. Clearly D(X)E,mt(X) and 1)(X)EX+(X).
Each of the following remarks is either well known or easily verified.

Remarks. 1. The norm-bounded subsets of Tl(X) are relatively

compact (i.e., their closures are compact) in the weak topology.

2. <3Jt(X) is o--compact and SJJ+LX") is locally compact and cr-com-

pact. This follows easily from Remark 1 and the fact that f£fl+(X)

is closed in &l(X).

3. ll X is compact, then fDl(X) =Wlt(X) ( = Wl,(X) = 9ftr(X)). The
converse is true if X is completely regular and Hausdorff.

4. If X is a completely regular, Hausdorff space, then the finiteness

of X is necessary and sufficient for the local compactness of any one of

m(X), MAX), 2»r(X), or mt(X). (For necessity, see [4, Theorem

7.8]; sufficiency follows from Remarks 3 and 1.)

5. If X is a completely regular, Hausdorff space, then

(i) X+(X) is closed in m(X),

(ii) X+(X)r\Wt+(X) =Z+(X)r\<m?-(X) = ®(X), and
(iii)  T(x)=px defines a homeomorphism of X onto  S)(X)   [5,

Theorem 11, p. 187, Corollary 3, p. 175, Theorem 9, p. 187].

6. A set FEW2~(X) is relatively compact in $31? (X) if, and only

if, for any sequence {gj} in C(X) which decreases to zero, fgjdm—^O

uniformly in mEF [5, Theorem 25(2), p. 200].

We shall also use the fact [5, Remark 3, p. 183] that the family

of all sets of the form

N*(m0; Uh--', Ut, e)

= {m E m+(X);m(Ui) - m0(Ui) > - e

for all i = 1, • • • , k,    and    | m(X) — m0(X) |   < e}

where m0ETl+(X), Ui, ■ ■ ■ , C4GU, and e>0 form a basis for the

neighborhoods of the weak topology on $Jl+(X).

We shall now state and prove our main results. We recall that any

metric space is paracompact.

Theorem 1. Let X be a paracompact, Hausdorff topological space.

(I) If X is compact, then $flj-(X) is locally compact and a-compact.

(II) If X is not compact, then ^S\t(X) has no compact neighborhoods

whatsoever.

Remark. We can weaken our hypothesis on X in Theorem 1 (and

in Corollary 4 below) to metacompact, normal, and Hausdorff (see

[3, 5V(c)]) or to realcompact, normal, and Hausdorff.

Proof. (I) follows from Remarks 2 and 3. For the proof of (II),

we let moEWt(X) and consider a basic neighborhood
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V = N*im0; Ui, ■ ■ ■ , Uk, e) H W+iX).

There is a sequence {xn} EX which has no cluster point since X is

paracompact, Hausdorff and is not compact. Let mn = m0+ie/2)pXn,

n = l, 2, ■ • ■ . Then clearly {mn}EV. To show V is not relatively

compact in SDt/(X), it suffices to show that {mn} is not relatively

compact in ffl+iX).

We define Fn= {xm; m^n}, n = l, 2, ■ ■ • . Since {xn} has no

cluster point, Fn is closed for every n. Consequently, by the normality

of X there are open sets Un and closed sets Yn such that xn E Un

EYnEX-Fn for every n. Define V»= U„-{J71:{ Y{, n = l, 2, • • • .

The open sets Vn are disjoint and xnEVn for every n. We define

Hk = X — Onzk Vn, ft = 1,2, • • • .Then {Hk} is an increasing sequence

of closed sets whose union is X. Moreover, Hk and {xk, xk+u ■ ■ ■ }

are disjoint closed sets so that, by the normality of X, there are con-

tinuous functions hk'.X—»[0, l] such that hk is 0 on Hk and is 1 on

{xk, Xk+i, • • • }. If we define gj = min{hi, ■ ■ ■ , hj}, j=l, 2, ■ • • ,

one can readily see that gjECiX), gj decreases to the zero function,

and gj=l on {xj, Xj+i, • • ■ }■ But, consequently, if ng^j, then

j"gjdmn^t/2. Hence by Remark 6 {mn} is not relatively compact.

Example. If X is pseudo-compact (i.e., every continuous function

on X is bounded), then m.(X)=m(X) ([l], [5, Theorem 21, p. 172])

and, consequently, Tl^iX) is locally compact (Remark 2). Since there

is a countably compact (hence pseudo-compact), locally compact,

first countable, normal, Hausdorff space which is not compact [3,

5E(e)], we cannot hope, in either Theorem 1 or Corollary 4 (below),

to significantly weaken the hypotheses on X beyond that remarked

above.

Theorem 2. Let X be a completely regular, Hausdorff space.

(I) // X is compact, then WtiX) ( = 9JJ+P0) « locally compact

and a-compact.

(II) If X is not compact, then neither 'HRfiX) nor WlfiX) has any

compact neighborhoods whatsoever.

Proof. The proof of (II) is the same for 2Jc+(X) and 2ftf(X) so

we restrict ourselves to the latter case. Let moE^fltiX) and consider

V=N*imo; Ui, ■ ■ • , Uk, e)n2ft,+(X). Since X is not compact there

is a net {xa} a6x in X which has no cluster point in X. Define ma = mo

+ ie/2)pXa for every aEA. Clearly {ma}aeAEV. Thus it suffices to

show that the closure of {ma}aeA in TltiX) is not compact. This set

is compact if, and only if, the closure of {pXa}aeA in 9Ji(+(X) is com-

pact. But this, in turn, is equivalent to the compactness of the closure

of {pXa}azA in £)(X) because 3)(Z) is closed in W.t{X) (Remark 5
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(i), (ii)). Equivalently, by Remark 5 (iii), the closure of {xa}a<=4 in

X is compact. But this leads to a contradiction since {xa}a(EA has no

cluster point in X.

Corollary 3. Let X be completely regular and Hausdorff. The

following are equivalent:

(a) X is compact.

(b) 9JJT+(X) is locally compact.

(c) <Skt(X) is locally compact.

The preceding corollary and Theorem 1 yield:

Corollary 4. Let X be a paracompact, Hausdorff space. The follow-

ing are equivalent:

(a) X is compact.

(b) <Sftt(X) is locally compact.

(c) Wf(X) is locally compact.

(d) Mt(X) is locally compact.

The following result is contained in Theorem 2 if X is Hausdorff.

We omit the proof which begins in the same manner as that of

Theorem 2 and ends with the use of [5, Theorem 29, p. 205].

Theorem 5. Let X be a locally compact, regular space such that

m+(x) = mt(x).
(I) If X is compact, then M+(X) ( = <$fl+(X)=Wl?(X)) is locally

compact and a-compact.

(II) If X is not compact, then W+(X) ( = m^(X)=imt(X)) has no
compact neighborhoods whatsoever.

Remark. Varadarajan [5, Remark, p. 205] gives conditions under

which the hypotheses of Theorem 5 are fulfilled. One instance is when

X is locally compact, regular, and u-compact.

Example. Let X he a regular, Hausdorff, noncompact space such

that every real-valued continuous function on X is constant [2].

Clearly %R(X) =W.a(X) = Wr(X) =Wt(X) is locally compact, thus so

is W+(X) = ,m+(X)='jm+(X)='mt(X). Consequently, we cannot
hope to significantly weaken the hypotheses on X in Remark 4, in

Theorems 2 or 5, or in Corollary 3.

3. Complements; probability measures. Let P*(X) = {mE^(X);

m(X) = l}, PT(X) = {mEm+(X); m(X) = l}, and Pt(X)
= {mE'SRt(X); m(X) = 1}, each endowed with the relativized weak

topology. Theorems 1, 2, and 5 and Corollaries 3 and 4 all remain

valid if M+(X), Tl+(X), and <mt(X) are replaced by P,(X), PT(X),

and Pt(X), respectively. For in the proof of Theorem 1, along with
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replacing %JlJ~iX) by PC{X), one must simply change the definition

of mn to mn= (1 — e/2)m0+ie/2)pXn (0<e^2); and similarly in the

proofs of Theorems 2 and 5. Then these proofs will apply since

P,(X), PriX), and Pt{X) are closed in 2R+(X), W(X), and 2K«+(X),

respectively.

Now if X is a completely regular, Hausdorff space, then S(X) is

closed in each of fBlfiX), WlfiX), their respective closed unit balls,

PTiX), and PtiX). Hence X will share any topological properties of

these spaces which are inherited by closed subspaces (Remark 5

(iii)). Normality, paracompactness, compactness, and <r-compactness

are examples. This observation verifies the implications (b)=>(a),

(c)=>(a), (d)=>(a), and (e)=^(a) of our final result, which must be

well known. The reverse implications follow from Remarks 3 and 1.

Theorem 6. Let X be a completely regular, Hausdorff space. The

following are equivalent:

(a) X is compact.

(b) The closed unit ball {mEW^iX); \\m\\ ̂ l} in ffi+iX) is com-

pact.

(c) The closed unit ball {mE'SHtiX); \\m\\ gl} in mt{X) is com-

pact.

(d) P,iX) is compact.

(e) PtiX) is compact.

It follows that if X is a completely regular, Hausdorff space, then

PriX) [resp., PtiX)] is locally compact if, and only if, it is compact.

Clearly the same result holds for PdX) if X is a normal, Haus-

dorff space.

4. Added in proof. The following result generalizes Theorem 1.

Theorem 1'. Let Xbea topological space.

(I) // X is pseudo-compact, then TltiX) is locally compact and

a-compact.

(II) If X is not pseudo-compact, then 9Jtj~(X) has no compact neigh-

borhoods whatsoever.

Proof. (I) follows from Remark 2. For (II) we let moEWtiX) and

consider V=N*im0, Ui, ■ ■ ■ , Uk, i)C\WtiX). Since X is not pseudo-

compact, there is a regular sequence {Zn} of zero-sets in X such that

X — Zn9^0 for every n [5, Theorem 16, p. 170]. Let xnEX — Zn and

define mn = mo+ie/2)pXn, n = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ . Then clearly {mn}EV. But

m„iX — Zn) s^e/2 for every n so that V is not relatively compact [5,

Theorem 25 (1), p. 200].
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As before, Theorem 1' remains valid if Wl^(X) is replaced by PV(X).

Consequently, if X is any topological space, then Pa(X) is locally

compact if, and only if, it is compact.
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